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  Clearwell well 
Mr Jason Betty        Our ref: Q550/2157 
Planning Officer 
Gloucestershire County Council      Your ref:     
Shire Hall        
GLOUCESTER          
COLEFORD 
GL1 2TH           10 March 2017 
 
Dear Jason 
 
EXTENSION OF STOWE HILL QUARRY, THE PHASED RELOCATION OF THE MINERAL 
PROCESSING PLANT FROM CLEARWELL QUARRY TO STOWE HILL QUARRY INCLUDING 
COATING AND REPLACEMENT CONCRETE PLANTS AND A ROAD ACCESS ONTO THE 
B4228 AND AN INCREASE IN THE MAXIMUM OUTPUT OF MATERIAL LEAVING STOWE 
HILL QUARRY – GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL REFERENCE 15/0108/FDMAJM 
 
Please find our response to the submission by the applicant to the County Council’s 
request for further information. 
 

1. The Parish Council welcomes the exclusion of area A and Phase 1C from the 
application. Whilst this reduction of the application area may reduce the effects of 
pollution on the Slad Brook it certainly will not remove them totally.  Water from the 
area of proposed expansion to the south and south west of the Longley Farm ridge 
will drain in the same direction as that in area A and will thus still pose a real risk to 
Slad Brook. 

 
2. The applicant continues to ignore the role of the soil and epikarst zone as a most 

important store of groundwater. This is the main zone of carbon dioxide generation 
and carbonate dissolution. This zone will be destroyed if quarrying takes place in 
the extension area. Inevitably, removing this zone will affect both the flow rate and 
chemistry of the discharge into the Slad Brook SSSI, with consequent damage to 
tufa formation processes and to the dams themselves. 
 

3. Natural England stated categorically, in respect of the first application, that there will 
be serious and irreversible effects on the Slad Brook. It is interesting to note that 
they have neither amended or withdrawn that concern in the light of the proposed 
very small reduction in the expanded area. 

 
4. Insufficient evidence has been provided to suggest quarrying in the extension area 

will not cause irreversible damage to, or increasing destruction of this unique 
natural hydrogeological feature – the longest length of actively forming tufa dams in 
Britain. The defensive monitoring strategy proposed by the applicant, will simply act 
witness to the damage, not prevent it. 

 
 



                          

5. Unless and until it can be proven beyond any doubt that pollution will NOT occur, 
then the precautionary principle must be applied1. This states that the principle 
should be invoked when there is good reason to believe that harmful effects may 
occur to human, animal or plant health or to the environment.  
  

6. The planning permission for the tarmac plant expired on 22/1/17; thus a new, 
separate application will be required. 
 

7. We repeat our objection to the increased output to 800k tons/year which is 
supported by the proposal in the Emerging Minerals Local Plan 2032 to limit any 
extraction to the present volume of 600k tons/year 
 

8. The issue of bunds and buffer zones has not been addressed.  We repeat our 
demand that there be a 250m buffer zone from all residential property boundaries to 
conform to the practice in almost every other authority.  We would make the point 
that the MLP states that such a zone will be imposed around Minerals Safeguarding 
Areas; thus the converse logically should also apply.  Furthermore, the Planning 
Officer in a meeting with Parish Councils stated that “[they] would not be permitted 
to work within 250m of any property”.  Whilst acknowledging that bunds are 
required to protect properties outside the quarry boundary from noise etc, the 
proposal for these to be up to 11m in height (which presumably they need to be to 
be effective) is not acceptable. 
 

9. The existing processing plant and primary crusher are both old pieces of equipment 
which cause great nuisance by way of noise and dust which has been recognised 
by the GCC planning officer and the Local Government Ombudsman in her 
investigation into FoDDC.  The plant must be replaced or an agreed programme of 
upgrades implemented as promised by the applicant at Liaison Group meetings 
with the Parish Council and others.  
 

10. The company states that they have undertaken public consultation on the proposal; 
whilst this statement is not untrue it is the case that at the second public exhibition 
which they held, the plans they exhibited  were not those which they subsequently 
included with the application.  It is also the case that the company refused an 
invitation in 2016 to attend a Parish Council meeting to give them the opportunity of 
presenting their case and answering public questions.     

 
11. The air quality document submitted is unchanged from the original and answers 

none of the objections. 
 

12. The noise update does not address a single objection by nearby neighbours and is 
virtually unchanged from the original.  Neither does it address the 5 specific points 
upon which GCC required clarification. 
 

13. The company’s rejection of objections lodged by residents at Shophouse Farm on 
the basis that “the results of this assessment are, therefore, contrary to the 
assumptions made in this objection” is an admission that the company’s own 
assessment is mainly based on assumptions. 
 

14. The new documents under the headings of Cumulative Impact, Social Benefits, 
Historical, Alternatives and Land Use have been re-written based largely on the fact 

 
1 European Union directive 2011/92/EU 



                          

that Phase 1C has been removed from the application.  The removal of Phase 1C 
will have no effect whatsoever on these topic – this is a red herring. 
 

15. The company has stated, in the Cumulative Impact Statement, that there are no 
cumulative effects!!  They have chosen to ignore the effects of HGVs currently 
using Stowfield Quarry which is due to expand and Clearwell Farm feed mill where 
there is a planning appeal pending for a 350,000 broiler unit. 
 

16. There is no change to the Historical chapter which still regards the demolition of 
Longley Farm as of “minor significance”. 
 

17. The chapters on Air Quality and Noise are unchanged from the originals other than 
the fact that they ignore all the serious objections, all the historical and current 
breaches and all the formal complaints.  Formal allegations of breaches of 
conditions etc averaged 13.5 / year prior to the acquisition of the quarry by the 
applicants; since then they have averaged 32 / year, with 50 recorded in 20152. 
 

18. Bear in mind that Longley Farm is at an elevation of 197m AOD (“sea level” in 
layman’s terms) and that it is proposed that the quarry will be excavated down to 
170m AOD; that means a permanent reduction in the ‘horizon’ of 27m (88 feet), out 
of which will be excavated over 14m tons of rock.  In this regard the company 
states, under “Landscape” that “overall the proposals are not considered to have a 
significantly adverse very long term or permanent effect on the published landscape 
character for the site”.  That is a statement that no sound minded individual could 
possibly agree with. Furthermore it takes no account of the utter devastation during 
the 20+ years between quarrying and full restoration. 
 

19. The report on Landscape focusses on footpaths and a few residences.  The fact 
that the B4228 which runs along the proposed eastern boundary is one of the two 
major routes in to the Forest and is used by over 2 million cars annually is 
completely ignored.  What the company does say is that “views from Trow Green 
and the Orepool Inn will be seriously impacted but mitigated by distance; the very 
wide and deep field of view”.  In other words, the panorama from these locations will 
be fine because it is wide and far away! 
 

20. The Dust Management Plan mentions practices and statutory requirements none of 
which the company conforms to at the present time; it makes no mention of the 
installation of filter plants, new buildings etc – it is in effect a plan unchanged for 
almost 50 years at a time when dust was merely a ‘nuisance’. 
 

21. Despite it being acknowledged that dust travels over 1 km and will affect Clearwell 
and Sling, Breedon’s state that the “potential exposure … was determined to be not 
significant”.  On what grounds is that statement based? 
 

In summary we are of the view that the submissions by Breedon’s in response to the 
request for additional information by Gloucestershire County Council fails to answer many 
of the questions asked and brings nothing new to their case.  We trust GCC will continue 
to pursue the applicant for answers which it clearly does not want to supply.  
 
Newland Parish Council repeats is very strong objection as detailed in our two responses 
to the application submitted last year. 
 

 
2 Source: Freedom of Information request to GCC 



                          

We urge you to REFUSE this application. 
 
Yours very truly 
 

 
 
RICHARD S CRIGHTON CiLCA 
CLERK  


